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Early Scarce Television Manual and
Books. A collection of 15 technical manuals from the

1930s-1950s from Europe that documents to
development of early t.v. receivers and channels

$2,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/television.pdf

Full Description:

1

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Augustine, Saint,(354-430 ad- Ignatius, Saint,
Bishop of Antioch). Unless the Grain Die.

Worcester: Stanbrook Abbey, 1961 Ref: V & A
Stanbrook Abbey Exhib, 66.  #15 of 40 copies:

(Total edition 200 numbered copies: comprising
40 copies as this on Twelve by Eight Silurian
paper handmade by John Mason, bound in full
leather. 160 regular copies on J. F. Head's
Linda Badger handmade paper, Silurian
endpapers and two half-titles)

Decorations by Margaret Adams, printed at the
Stanbrook Abbey Press, bound by George
Percival & Rigby Graham. .

“Unless a grain of wheat falls to the ground and
dies, it remains just a grain of wheat, but if it
dies, it bears much fruit.” He tries to explain that
only through His death can He bear the fruit
that He came to bear.”

A beautifull printed and bound book from the
Stanbrook Abbey press.

$1,250
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Augustine.pdf

Full Description:

2

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Boileau Despréaux, Nicolas, 1636-1711. .

OEuvres diverses du sieur D*** ; Avec Le
traité du sublime, ou du merveilleux dans
le discours . Boileau Despréaux, Nicolas, 1636

-1711. OEuvres diverses du sieur D*** ; Avec Le

traité du sublime, ou du merveilleux dans le

discours. A Paris Denys Theirry , 1674 References:

Brunet,; t.1, col. 1055; Tchemerzine,; t. 2, p. 269; Le

Petit: pp 394-5.

Quarto .Red morocco gilt, with raised bands, highly

gilt spine by Trautz Bauzonnet.

First collective edition under the title of Oeuvres

with the first translation into French of Longinus’

Traité du sublime, ou du merveilleux dans le

discours. Also, Satire II is devoted to Molière (in

verse pp 13-25)

Nicolas Boileau-Despréaux (1636-1711) was

educated at the University of Paris, studied law, but

turned to

literature. after the death of his father who left him a

sizable inheritance. He was a good friend of and

supporter of Racine, Molière and La Fontaine.

Boileau is considered the founder in France of

literary

criticism. “A man of few but clear ideas, by his

acute judgement, independence and sincerity, and

with

brilliant powers of observation, he made himselfthe

arbiter ofliterary reputations...and laid down the

canons $850
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Boileau.pdf

Full Description:

3

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Condocet, Dalbarade, Marat, etc . French revoltion.
Five political  plaquettes . 1.  Sur la manière

d'imposer les capitalistes: opinion d'un gentilhomme
propriétaire de terres, & très-fortement compris dans les
sacrifices qu'exigent les besoins de l'état. A Versailles :
Chez Baudouin, 1789 8vo. 4 pages  Martin & Walter IV
2: 17348. (On taxation).

2. Condorcet, Jean-Antoine-Nicolas de Caritat , marquis
de;  François-Jean Baudouin Discours prononcé à
l'Assemblée nationale, par M. de Condorcet, au nom
de l'Académie des sciences, à la séance du 12 juin
1790.   Paris: Chez Baudouin, imprimeur de l'Assemblée
nationale, rue du Foin-S. Jacques, no. 31, 1790. 8vo. 4p.
Martin & Walter. Révolution française,; I, 8081.

3. Dalbarade, Jean d', 1743-1819.  Gohier, Louis-Jérôme,
1746-1830. Décret du 1.er Juillet 1793 ... qui except
des dispositions du Décret du 9 Mai, 1793, les
bâtimens des Etats-unis de l'Amérique Paris:
Imprimerie Nationale Exéutive du Louvre. MCCCXC .. I
[sic 1793]  No 1123.  Quarto. 1 sheet (2 p.). No. 1123. on
diplomatic relations France, United States Navy.

4. Malesherbes, Chrétien Guillaume de Lamoignon de
Louis,   Raymond de Seze,   François-Denis Tronchet
Observations des défenseurs de Louis sur une
imputation particulière qui lui à été faite dans la
Convention : précédées de leur lettre d'envoi au
citoyen-président.  (Paris) L’Imprimerie Nationale:
1793.  8vo. 8 pages  References: Martin & Walter.; 4:2,
10990; Saricks, A. Melvin collection,; I, 3808. On Louis
XVI, trials litigation, executive power.

5. Marat,  Jean Paul(1743-1793.)  Discours de Marat,
l'ami du peuple, sur la défense de Louis XVI, la
conduite à tenir par

$500

4
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(Craig, E. Gordon).  Campardon, Émile, 1837
-1915. Madame de Pompadour et la cour
de Louis XV. (Craig, E. Gordon).  Campardon,
Émile, 1837-1915. Madame de Pompadour et la
cour de Louis XV au milieu du dix-huitième
siècle: Ouvrage suivi du Catalogue des
tableaux originaux, des dessins et miniatures
vendus après la mort de Madame de
Pompadour, du Catalogue des objets d'art et
de curiosité du marquis de Marigny, et de
documents entièrement inédits sur le théatre
des petits cabinets, avec un portrait gravé
d'après le pastel de La Tour et le fac-simile
d'une lettre. Paris, France : Henri Plon,  1867.

Spine  lettered by E. Gordon
Craig
Books lettered on the spine similar to this are
known especially from the period of 1913-1914
while Craig was in Florence, operating the School
for the Art of the Theatre at the Arena Goldoni.
Most similar  books from this period are thought
to have been  rebound by a local binder and then
lettered by either E. Gordon Craig or his son
Edward Arthur Craig  who was his father’s
assistance in Florence until 1929.

A note in Edward Gordon’s hand, on the inside of
the rear original wrapper, dates  the book from
1933 Paris indicating that he lettered the spine
himself, since his son was no longer in Florence.
(see full description).

$800
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/craig_pompadour.pdf

Full Description:

5

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Gaskell, Elizabeth. Cranford. London:Dent, 1904. 8vo.
Full vellum gilt designed by Reginald Knowles. 255pp.
26 full-page color plates by C.E. Brock including
frontispiece and vignette title-page with tissue guard. Top
edge gilt. Decorative endpapers. A fine copy.
Provenance: Morris/Levin collection.

$450

6
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Gonzaga di Castiglione, Luigi [1745-1819].  L'Homme

de lettres, bon citoyen, . discours philosophique et

politique de Son Altesse Monseigneur le Prince

Louis Gonzaga de Castiglione, prononcé à

l'Académie des Arcades à Rome l'année 1776.

Traduit de l'italien [par Guéneau de Montbeillard.

Philippe. 1720-1785]. A Geneve: 1777.  First edition

in French  ( 7 ¾” x 9 ½”). Contemporary red

morocco, ruled with gilt floral sprays and pointelles

at corners. Covers show a few small gouges, spine

rubbed and worn, label frayed.

Luigi Gonzaga prince of Castiglione (1745-1819)

was a scholar and a native of Vienna. His lineage

was from the ancient house of Gonzaga a noble

family that ruled Mantua, in Northern Italy, from

1328 to 1708; they also ruled   Monferrato in

Piedmont and Nevers in France.  Luigi Gonzaga

became a scholar, traveler and activist and who read

and followed the philosophers of the enlightenment

and understood the need for progressive measures to

support civil rights,   Freedom and democracy.  The
work ranges over modern philosophers
including  the English empiricists.  It also
discusses the American revolution.

$1,250
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Gonzaga.pdf

Full Description:

7

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Hogarth,  William (British, London 1697–1764

London. Analysis of Beauty, Plate 2. Hogarth,

William (British, London 1697–1764 London).

Analysis of Beauty, Plate 2 Signature: in plate:

"Designed, Engraved, and Publish'd by Wm.

Hogarth, March 5th 1753, according to Act of

Parliament" Engraving; third state of three in which

the figure of the man seated in the chair, between the

gentleman and lady at the head of the dance, is

present. Etching and engraving. Dimensions: image

size (15 1/4 x 20 1/4")  On heavy laid paper, no

folds, so probably  issued separately from book.

Spotting to margins from mat, plate almost free from

defects, very slight browning.  Nicely framed.

"The scene is a large room or hall lighted from

above by a chandelier, and from the side by candles

placed in sconces against the wall. A balcony

appears raised above the floor on our extreme left of

the design, in this are two musicians, a violinist and

a player on a serpent, the former is a lean, weak-

looking man, who seems worn out by fatigue and

about to fall asleep, with his instrument under his

chin ; his companion, a little, jovial looking man,

suffers from heat, and has pushed back his wig; he

laughs at something in the room.” (Dobson and

Armstrong. #3226)

One of two prints issued with Hogarth's book  The

Analysis of Beauty, (1753)  This  a ballroom scene

with dancers ranging from elegant to ungainly; in

the lower left corner is a pile of tricorne hats;

forming a border around the main image are 41

$850
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/hogarth.pdf

Full Description:

8

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Kinney, Troy. . Rehersal. [Etching on
paper}. Kinney, Troy.  Rehersal. [Etching. On

paper] 12 ½" x 9 ½" plate size (15 5/8" 12 1/8" full

sheet) Mounted. 21" x 18"  Signed by Kinney in

pencil below the image, left.  Slight soiling beneath

the mount.

Troy Sylvanus Kinney (December 1, 1871 – January

29, 1938) was an American artist, etcher, and author.

Troy Kinney was most notable for his works

portraying dance performers, fanciful subjects, and

classically styled nudes. He worked with dancers,

including Ruth St. Denis, Anna Pavlova, and Sophie

Pflanz among others. His artistic works are part of

the collections of the Art Institute of Chicago, the

Cleveland Museum of Art, the New York Public

Library, the Library of Congress, and many others.

$250

9
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Le Jay, (Gabriel-François). Le Triomphe de la
religion sous Louis le Grand . Le Jay,

(Gabriel-François). Le Triomphe de la religion sous

Louis le Grand représenté par des inscriptions des

devises, avec une explication en vers latins françois.

Paris, Gabriel Martin, 1687. Original edition of this

emblem book praising Louis XIV for his revocation

of the Edict of Nantes.

8vo. Contemporary calf, head of spine chipped; text

with minor  hand soiling.  text includes 22 full page

emblems their  mottos in Latin.  Signatures: A-E¹²

F6. French and  Latin on facing pages. Translation

by Fontenelle, M. de (Bernard Le Bovier), 1657

-1757.   Emblems drawn and engraved by Jean

Baptiste

Corneille II (1649-1695)  from a distinguished

family of French painters, etchers and engravers.

Published for the opening of the school year on
December 17th 1686, at the college of Louis le
Grand, a prestigious Jesuit school in Paris,  A
lecture/demonstration was presented  by
Philippe Quartier  to explain to the  young
students the meaning of Louis XIV’s revocation of
the Edict of Nantes.   Quartier made his
presentation with the aid of a series of
emblematic tapestries and wall decorations
illustrating  the thesis that Protestants will be
happy once they are converted to Catholicism
because of the love and tutelage of Louis XIV.  The
emblems, nevertheless, carry the chilling

$1,750
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/lejay.pdf

Full Description:

10

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Limagne, E. de. La Gerbe, album mosaique par E. de
Limagne. Paris: H. Mandeville, 1859. Folio. 80pp. with
22 engravings. Bound by Lenegre in ornate green cloth,
gilt, e fFne. A lovely copy of a deluxe gift book of mid
-19th century France.

Gerbe [tr. A spray of flowers] is a deluxe gift-book,
probably done for the Holidays, which contains polite
articles and stories for each of the twelve months, each
illustrated with nice engravings, many of them engraved
in England. One of six volumes issued by Mandeville in
the series Album du monde elegante. (1854-1860). In "as
new" condition.

All titles in the series seem to be scarce. Gerbe is not in
Eureka or OCLC. Bibliotheque Nationale has a copy.

$850

11
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Monsigny, Pierre-Alexandre (1729-1816). Rose et Colas.

Comedie en un acte. Monsigny, Pierre-Alexandre

(1729-1816). Rose et Colas. Comedie en un acte.

Representee pour la premiere fois par les Comediens

Italiens. Le Jeudy 8. Mars 1764. Paris: Herissant,

[1764]. References: RISM M 3272; BUC 900. Folio,

154pp. Engraved score and leaf of title.

Contemporary quarter calf and marbled boards.

Spine a bit worn, especially at the crown. Text very

clean, with a few leaves darkened. A very nice copy.

Rose et Colas, one of Monsigny's most popular

works, premiered at the Comedie-Italienne on the

8th of March 1764, and was subsequently performed

throughout Europe, both in French and in

translation. Libretto by Michel-Jean Sedaine. With

Rose et Colas, Sedaine and Monsigny returned to

one of the standard themes of opera comique: two

young peasants crossed in love. Rather than

representing a backward step after the powerful and

tormented language of "Le roi et le fermier," Rose et

Colas was an attempt to convey the quintessence of

traditional opera comique -- and perhaps to outdo

Favart on his own ground.

$1,000

12
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Perrault, Charles.   Histoires ou contes du
temps passé :avec des moralitez. . Edited by

Robert Brun  1896-1978.   Paris : Éditions A. Tallone,
1944. Limited edition copy #417. Oblong 12mo.  160
pages.  Original covers bound in. Bound in  an interesting
amateur binding signed by Colette Hébert of dark-blue
fine grained morocco, with decoration on the upper cover
of shooting stars in red and blue chased by curving
three-part gilt   rules. Spine littered in gilt, Slight scuffing
to spine.  Inscribed on a front flyleaf by the editior R.
Brun to the binder. 10 woodcuts by woodcuts by Jean
Lébédeff, 1884-1972  including cover, frontis and for
each of the eight tales. With  morocco tipped  slipcase of
marbled boards, a little rubbed.

Hand printed in occupied  Paris at the  press of Alberto
Tallone Editore who printed 450 exquisite volumes,
produced first in Paris, then in Alpignano, Italy.  The
Tallone books are entirely set by hand with original type
fonts of great beauty, derived from the punches cut
directly by typographical legends such as Nicholas Kis
(1650-1702), and William Caslon (1693).  Alberto
Tallone’s   books  are printed either on pure-cotton
papers or on selected precious papers from China and
Japan. Some are set in the Tallone font, created by
Alberto Tallone, and inspired by the classical architecture
of Andrea Palladio.

The illustrator Jean Lebedeff or Ivan Lebedev (1884 -
1972): Born in November 1884 in Russia in
Bogorodskoye (near Nizhny Novgorod).  Died in
September 1972 in Nîmes.  Active then naturalized in
France.

Bibliography: I.P. Dubray: L'Imagier, Jean Lebedeff
Paris, 1939 - in: Paris Moscow, 1900-1930, catalog of

$500

13
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Pezay, Alexandre Frédéric Jacque de Masson, marquis de
(French, 1741–1777).  L'Heureux Jour, épître à mon
ami. . Paris La Veuve Duchene 1768.
Original edition. Cohen de Ricci
(1912/1951). p797.  Illustrated by Charles
Eisen (French, 1720–1778), engraved by
Emmanuel Jean Nepomucène de Ghendt
(Flemish, worked in France, 1738–1815),
engraved by Jean Massard (French 1740–
1822).

In French rococo book illustration,  grandeur
gives way to lightness  the cult of pleasure,
and pursuit of gallantry. Charles Eisen’s
engravings...are scintillating expressions of
rococo esprit (144) Harthhan.

$350
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Eisen.pdf

Full Description:

14

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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[Shakespeare] Boydell, Jos. Shakespeare,
William  [engravings].  As You Like It.
Act II. Scene vii. The Seven Ages. First Age
[Second-Seventh]. After paintings by Robert
Smirke. Engraved by Petro William Tomkins,

Robert Thew, John Osborne, and others.  London:

Published by J&J  Boydell, at the Shakespeare

Gallery,  June 4, 1801.

Suite of seven engraving published by Josiah

Boydell in 1801 illustrating  Jacques’  speech

beginning  “All the world's a stage, and all the men

and women merely players;  They have their exits

and their entrances...” The engraving illustrate the

conception of  “seven ages” of man from birth to old

age. These  engraving are  part of a magnificent

series of historical prints done at the end of the 18th

century  that illustrate the plays of Shakespeare.  The

publisher Alderman John Boydell in 1786 decided to

publish ‘a fine edition of Shakespeare “that might

rival the elegant volumes which the  French were

then producing of their national authors.”

$1,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/sevenages.pdf

Full Description:

15

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Surtees, R. S. Jorrocks's jaunts and jollities: the
hunting, shooting, racing, driving, sailing, eccentric
and extravagant exploits of that renowned sporting
citizen, Mr. John Jorrocks. With sixteen illustrations by
Henry Alken printed in colours. London: G. Routledge,
1870s. New edition.

8vo. Original red cloth gilt. Slight fading to spine and
rear cover, but still beautiful. Rarely found in such nice
condition. 272p 16 color-printed plates.

"Jorrocks's jaunts and jollities" was one of a series of
humorous, sometimes vulgar, Victorian tales of lower
middle-class life written by Surtees. The novel was first
published in the 1830s and popular for over a century.

Provenance: Egerton Paeler(?), 1904, Roy G. Neville.
1951

$200

16

DontDelete

Tomlinson, H.M. The sea and the jungle. 1930. First
ed., limited ed. Signed by Tomlinson, beautifully bound
in half green morocco with inlaid seaside scene in colors
and gilt. Unidentified but skilled binder, probably
Floridian.

$750

17
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 Torino, Gio. Antonio di. Orazioni panegiriche.

Orazioni panegiriche del padre fra' Gio. Antonio di
Torino de' Minori osservanti riformati di San Francesco,
dette in varie solennità. Dedicate all’Emo, e Rmo
Principe, Il Signor Cardinale Trajano Aqvaviva
d’Aragona, Incaricato degli affari di Sua Maesta due
Sicilie presso la Santa Sede, e Protettore de’ Min. Ofs.
Rifor., Etc. . - In Assisi : per Andrea Sgariglia stamp

1754.

Small quarto. (5 3/8" x 7 1/4"). Contemporary Italian
brown morocco, highly gilt with floral rules, elaborate
armorial in gilt of Cardinal Troiano Acquaviva of Aragon
(January 14, 1696 – 20 March 1747). On each of the four
sides of the central armorial shield is a blind stamp of a
butterfly or bird shape

+. Spine highly gilt. Slightly rubbed, edges slightly worn
but a bright, highly attractive (and rare example) of an
18th  century decorated liturgical binding.

$3,000
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/torino.pdf

Full Description:

18

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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various. (Sammelband. Five English  plays
in one volume (all published in America
1795-1803. 12mo. Contemporary smooth calf,

simple gilt rules on spine. Rubbed, sound. Signature

or exlibris stamp of H.C. Chenevard in several

places including the title pages of each play.  A few

contemporary ink notes throughout text.

1. Colman, George, 1762-1836. John Bull; or, An

Englishman's fire-side. A new and celebrated

comedy, in five acts. Baltimore, Printed by John W.

Butler, for Andrew Price, 1803.

2. Lillo, George, 1693-1739.  The London

merchant, or, the history of George Barnwell. As

it is acted at the Theatre Royal, in Drury-Lane,

by His Majesty's servants.  Boston, Printed at the

Apollo Press by Belknap and Hall, 1793.

3. Holcroft, Thomas. The deserted daughter: a

comedy. As performed at the Boston Theatre with

universal applause. Boston: Printed for William P.

Blake, at the Boston Bookstore, no. 59, Cornhill,

1795.

4. (Goldsmith, Oliver She stoops to conquer; or

the mistakes of a night).

5. Allingham, John Till. The marriage promise, a

comedy in five acts : as performed at the Theatre-

Royal, Drury-Lane.  Philadelphia: 1803.

Provenance: Hepsibah C. Chenevard (nee  Collier).

wife of John M. W. Chenevard 1733 - 1805?

$850
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/americanplays.pdf

Full Description:

19

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Villegas Selvago, Alonso de ( Toldeo, Sp. 1534

-1615). Discorsi, overo Sermoni sopra gli

Evangeli di tutte le dominiche dell'anno, ferie di

Quaresima, et feste principali nequali si

contengono espositioni literali, dottrine moral,

documenti spirituali. Venice, Gio. Antonio, and

Giacomo de' Franceschi, 1604. Second edition (first

published 1603).

Alonso de Villegas Selvago

A gifted Spanish priest  who influenced Christian

art,  Lope de Vega and who  was translated into

Nahuatl for the education of  the indigenous

peoples of Peru

Discorsi  o sermones is an Italian translation by

Grazio Maria Grazi*  from the fourth part of

Villegas’ Flos sanctorum  (first translated into

Italian 1603).  Villegas was a priest and religious

writer  in  the Mozarabic Catholic churches of

Toledo for most of his life. He  is best known for his

hagiographic writings especially for  the  Flos

Sanctorum  (Lives of the Saints) written in six

volumes 1588-1603.

$3,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/selvagio.pdf

Full Description:

20

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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